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I.

INTRODUCTION
On January 13, 2014, Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., (“Duke”) filed an application with

the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission”) requesting authority that would
allow Duke and the Greater Cincinnati Energy Alliance (“GCEA”) to coordinate efforts
related to home energy improvements that deliver energy efficiency in Duke’s service
territory.1 Duke represents that the program is a pilot designed to test the value of comarketing financing in addition to Duke’s Smart$aver Residential Program, and it further
requests that it be permitted to include 100% of the energy efficiency benefits achieved
during the pilot for inclusion as benefits attained in its currently approved residential
program.2
In its Comments, the Staff of the Commission (“Staff”) states that the
Commission may approve the Application, even though it would modify the current
portfolio plan, because the current plan includes a provision under which Duke agreed

1

Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Authority to Establish an Energy Efficiency Pilot Program
(Jan. 13, 2014) (“Application”).
2

Id. at 2-3.
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to work with GCEA to develop proposals for a partnership.3 The Commission should
reject the Staff’s view that the Application is not an amendment.

Because the

Application seeks to amend the current portfolio plan, the Commission must either deny
the Application or find that the amendment is permitted under Section 6 of Substitute
Senate Bill 310 (“SB 310”) and permit energy intensive customers to opt out of the
benefits and costs of the amended plan.
II.

DISCUSSION
The Staff recommends that the Commission modify and authorize the new

program requested by Duke, but asserts that the Application is not an amendment to
the current portfolio plan because “the Company agreed to work with GCEA to develop
proposals for a partnership and coordination between the two organizations.”4 Staff’s
recommendation, however, does not properly address the limits of the Commission’s
authority under SB 310.
As Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (“IEU-Ohio”), the Staff, and Ohio Partners for
Affordable Energy (“OPAE”)5 agree in their comments,6 this Application is governed by
SB 310. Under Section 7 of SB 310, the Commission, prior to January 1, 2017, is
prohibited from taking any action with regard to any portfolio plan or application
regarding a portfolio plan with two exceptions. Under the first exception contained in
Section 7(B), the Commission may approve, or modify and approve, an application to
amend a portfolio plan if the application is to amend an existing portfolio plan under
3

Comments Submitted on Behalf of the Staff of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio at 3-4 (Jan. 27,
2015) (“Staff Comments”).
4

Id.

5

Comments of Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy at 1-2 (Jan. 27, 2015).

6

The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel also filed comments, but does not address the effect of the
requirements of SB 310 on the Application.
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Section 6(B) (“plan exception”).7 Under the second exception, the Commission may
take those actions necessary to administer the implementation of the existing portfolio
plan (“implementation exception”).
Staff leaves unstated which exception to Section 7(B)’s prohibition is the basis for
Commission authorization, but implies that it is relying on the implementation exception
because Staff believes that the Application is not an amendment.8 That claim, however,
is not correct. The current portfolio plan does not contain the program that Duke is
seeking. Thus, approval of the Application would require the Commission to amend the
current plan to add the program.
Even if the Application does not seek to amend the current plan, the
Commission, nevertheless, could not approve the program under the implementation
exception.

The implementation exception narrowly describes the actions the

Commission may take as those “necessary to administer the implementation of [the]
existing portfolio plan[].”9 Neither Duke nor any other party offers any basis for the
Commission to conclude that the Application proposes a program “necessary” to the
implementation of Duke’s existing portfolio plan.

Accordingly, the implementation

exception to the bar on Commission approval of actions regarding the portfolio plan is
not satisfied.
Approval of the Application to expand the programs and potential costs of the
current portfolio plan, moreover, would be contrary to the express legislative intent of
7

See In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company, and The Toledo Edison Company for Approval of Their Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand
Reduction Program Plans for 2013 through 2015, Case Nos. 12-2190-EL-POR, et al., Finding and Order
(Nov. 20, 2014) (approving modification to current portfolio plan).
8

Staff Comments at 3.

9

SB 310, Section 7(B).
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SB 310. In that legislation, the General Assembly revised the portfolio requirements to
hold them at 2014 levels through 201610 while it studies the statutory portfolio
mandates, and the initiation of the study is expressly intended to result in the enactment
of legislation to reduce those portfolio mandates.11 Because the General Assembly has
expressed the intent to freeze and then lower the portfolio requirements, the
Commission should not undertake changes that expand existing portfolio plans and the
costs of those plans.
According to the Staff, however, the Commission may approve any addition to
the current portfolio plan that might have been contemplated but not effected prior to
adoption of SB 310 without demonstration that the addition is “necessary” to implement
the existing plan.12 Under the Staff’s view, the scope of the implementation exception
would overwhelm the prohibition of Commission action to modify an existing portfolio
plan, a result that is clearly contrary to the General Assembly’s intention to limit the
expansion of energy efficiency programs while it studies the portfolio requirements.
Contrary to the view of OPAE, however, the Commission must also consider the
effect of the plan exception. If the Commission finds that the Application seeks to
amend the current portfolio plan as provided by Section 6(B) of SB 310, the
Commission may approve the Application. Although OPAE takes the position that the

10

R.C. 4928.64 & R.C. 4928.66.

11

SB 310, Sections 3 & 4.

12

In comments filed in another Duke proceeding, the Staff extends this argument even further, arguing
that an application seeking authorization for additional programs not contemplated by the current portfolio
plan should be approved under the implementation exception contained in Section 7(B) of SB 310. In the
Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Authority to Establish a Nonresidential Energy
Efficiency Program for Inclusion in its Energy Efficiency Portfolio, Case No. 14-1575-EL-POR, Comments
Submitted on Behalf of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio at 2 (Jan. 27, 2015).
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Commission must dismiss the Application because the implementation exception does
not apply,13 OPAE’s position does not address fully the plan exception.14
Approval of the Application under the plan exception, however, triggers an
additional right of certain customers to opt out of the amended portfolio plan. If the
Commission deems the Application in this proceeding as one seeking an amendment to
the current portfolio plan and approves a modified plan, a customer of Duke that takes
service above primary voltage levels or a commercial or industrial customer that has
made a written request for registration as a self-assessing purchaser pursuant to R.C.
5727.81 (i.e., the customer may self-assess the kilowatt-hour tax) may elect to opt out
of the portfolio plan (rather than wait to make the election on or after January 1, 2017).15
If the Commission determines that the plan exception applies, therefore, the
Commission should make an affirmative finding that the Commission is approving an
amended portfolio plan and that eligible customers may opt out as provided by Section
8 of SB 310.
III.

CONCLUSION
Duke seeks to amend its current portfolio plan to add a new program. Under the

requirements of SB 310, the Commission may not approve the Application unless it may
be approved under the plan exception of SB 310. If the Commission finds that it may
approve or modify and approve the Application under the plan exception, the

13

Comments of Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy (Jan. 27, 2015).

14

OPAE summarily concludes that the plan exception described below is not applicable. Id. at 2. The
Commission may find otherwise. See Initial Comments of Industrial Energy Users-Ohio at 3 n.6 (Jan. 27,
2015).
15
Section 8 of SB 310 provides, “Beginning January 1, 2015, a customer of an electric distribution utility
may opt out of the opportunity and ability to obtain direct benefits from the utility’s portfolio plan that is
amended under division (B) of Section 6.” All customers meeting certain voltage or usage levels will have
the right to opt out beginning January 1, 2017. R.C. 4928.6611.
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Commission should also expressly find that energy intensive customers may use the
opt out procedures provided by Section 8 of SB 310.
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